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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 203 x 127 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Writing in
Retirement: Putting New Year s Resolutions to Work provides a framework for you to decide if
writing (self-publishing, for the most part) is a good way to supplement your retirement income or
Social Security check. And then it tells you how. What Writing in Retirement is not is a get rich by
writing book. Those are everywhere; this is different. What better time to start writing or publish
your work than when your traditional work life eases? By the time most people choose to stop
working full-time or move to part-time endeavors, they have self-discipline and, more important,
time. They also have experiences to share, which is why more people are penning memoirs than
ever before. Writing in Retirement offers an approach to turning your fantasy into reality and
building additional income at the same time. The books takes you from thought process, to types of
writing, to preparing a book to publish. It then offers specific instructions on formatting for ebooks
and paperbacks, and loading the book to online retailers. Think...
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Reviews
These sorts of pdf is the greatest publication readily available. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time. You can expect to like how the blogger
publish this book.
-- Pr of. Er ic K uva lis II
Completely one of the best ebook I actually have possibly study. It can be writter in simple phrases and not confusing. You can expect to like the way the
author write this book.
-- Josefa Eber t
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